
Determining the Surviving FGN When a 
CRES is Necessary 

1. Open FGN with child support order currently receiving payments
2. Open FGN with child support order and received payments in past
3. Open FGN with active intergovernmental referral
4. Open FGN with child support order
5. Closed FGN with child support order and received payments in past
6. Closed FGN with child support order
7. Open FGN with pending legal action
8. Open FGN with lower APN
9. Closed FGN with lower APN

Confirmation Steps

Consult the table below for directions regarding the following circumstances.

Hierarchy of FGNs

A hierarchy of FGNs has been developed. Match the description to the circumstances on the FGN. The 
FGN with the lower number from the hierarchy is the surviving FGN. The FGN with the lower number 
from the hierarchy is the surviving FGN. 
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Circumstance Action 
CRES will result in Finance work (e.g. obligation(s) 
must be built or payment history needs to be 
moved) being needed 

CIC will send an email to district office(s) to 
explain circumstances. Case worker will review 
with finance to update. 

Case is found in 02, 06, 08, or 10 status with an 
order, without an order or with payments 

Contact the office/office management to find out 
which case will be kept as the true FGN and 
which case will be the duplicate FGN. 

Case is found in 01 or 04 status in SCR office Contact CCR to find out which case will be 
kept/rebuilt. 

Case is found in 01 status Rebuild/re-open this case and CRES 
found case as duplicate. 

Case is found in 04 status with case file not 
destroyed or case file destroyed with legal status 
I, M, P, A, B, or H 

Rebuild this case and CRES found case as 
duplicate. 
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When a CRES will be performed due to multiple 
FGNs with different family groups, then ask 
yourself these questions 

o Is either FGN showing an inaccurate member
(child listed with different BPs)?
 Then determine correct BP and CRES

duplicate FGN
o Are the 2 FGNs for different APs?
 Then determine which FGN(s) will be the true

FGN and proceed from there
o Is there an interstate referral listed on CSML of

the duplicate FGN?
 Then submit the CRES to RADD and listing in

the Description field it has an interstate
referral

A CRES will be performed due to multiple FGNs 
with the same family group 

o If the NCP is unnumbered on one of the
FGNs, then add cross refs and case types to
true FGN then CRES. (usually, we will keep
the lowest FGN in this instance)

o If NCP has 2 DCNs, then add cross refs and
case types to true FGN, perform DDUP, then
CRES

o If NCP has 1 DCN, then add cross refs and
case types to true FGN then CRES

o If NCP has 2 FGNs for the same BP, then
review and add all appropriate case
members, cross refs, and case types then
CRES


	* When both of the FGNs fall under the “No” category in the chart above, one of the FGNs will still need to be resolved. Contact the district offices (CIC)/office management (caseworkers) for their permission to resolve the duplicate FGN. When request...



